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Abstract
Incrementality is a fundamental feature of language in real world use. To this point, however,
the vast majority of work in automated dialogue processing has focused on language as turn
based. In this paper we explore the challenge of incremental dialogue state tracking through
the development and analysis of a multi-task approach to incremental dialogue state tracking.
We present the design of our incremental dialogue state tracker in detail and provide evaluation
against the well known Dialogue State Tracking Challenge 2 (DSTC2) dataset. In addition to a
standard evaluation of the tracker, we also provide an analysis of the Incrementality phenomenon
in our model’s performance by analyzing how early our models can produce correct predictions
and how stable those predictions are. We find that the Multi-Task Learning-based model achieves
state-of-the-art results for incremental processing.
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Introduction

In recent years significant progress has been made in Dialogue State Tracking. Early work on rule-based
updates to dialogue state has now widely been replaced with variants on data driven systems. While
probabilistic systems dominated the early work in this area, error-based learning systems such as those
based on Deep Neural Network architectures are now common place. More formally we can think of Dialogue Tracking Components as being split between Rule Based, Generative and Discriminative methods.
Discriminative models based on Partially Observable Markov Decision Process (POMDP) are found to
yield very high results. Currently, many architectures yield state-of-the-art type performance including
Structure Discriminative Modelling (Lee, 2013), web-style ranking (Williams, 2014), Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNN) (Henderson et al., 2014b; Mrksic et al., 2015), Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
(Shi et al., 2016), attention mechanism (Hori et al., 2016) and hybrid modelling (Dernoncourt et al.,
2016; Vodolan et al., 2017).
While recent progress in Dialogue State Tracking (DST) is considerable, the vast amount of work to
date treats DST, like dialogue management in general, as a turn-based phenomenon. In other words,
systems wait for a user to pass the turn back to the system before attempts are made to update the
dialogue state. Such an approach ignores the fact that a turn can have multiple functional contributions
(Levinson, 1983; Bunt, 2011), and that in fluid natural interactions an interlocutor will often provide
within-turn feedback to their dialogue partner (Schlangen and Skantze, 2009; Hough et al., 2015). Given
the importance of incremental updates and feedback, in our work we are focused on the longer term
problem of incremental (i.e. word by word) dialogue management and dialogue tracking in particular.
In recent years the community has begun to address the problem of incremental dialogue modeling
with the proposal of a number of DST models that include incremental encoders (Jagfeld and Vu, 2017;
Platek et al., 2016; Zilka and Jurcicek, 2015). However, within this subfield of DST research significant
challenges remain to be overcome. Of these challenges we believe the most significant is a common
presumption of independence between target labels for dialogue state. An example of this independence
can be seen in (Zilka and Jurcicek, 2015) where the authors developed a separate model for each DST
subtask. While such an assumption is useful in simplifying the underlying model, it does not correspond
to the reality of modeling user intents where elements of user intent are often inter-related (Williams et
al., 2016; Oraby et al., 2017).

To consider the challenge of non-independence of goals, it is useful to view DST as a machine learning
task. For our current purposes we can interpret Dialogue States as combinations of slot-value pairs that
in turn can be considered instances of a multi-label classification task. For example, in the flight booking
domain the system always requires certain slots such as departure, destination and date to be filled
before offering suitable options. These pieces of information are often given in just one utterance in
various forms. We see the motivation of a Multi-Task Learning (MTL) (Caruana, 1997) approach in
investigating task relatedness and variable correlation, and also boosting the performance on several
related tasks. The system benefits a lot from tracking multiple dialogue states rather than single dialogue
state.
In our work presented in this paper we explore a Multi-Task Model as a novel approach to solving the
dialogue state tracking problem for incremental analysis. We present our model design including details
on input representations in section 3, before detailing our experiments and validation results in section 4.
In section 5 we provide an evaluation in terms of common metrics as well as an incremental performance
evaluation to help address our main questions around the incrementality phenomenon; specifically, how
early can our model predict correct the useful dialogue state? and what is the quality of those predictions
in Dialogue State Tracking? Following this, in section 6 we discuss several similar approaches to the
DST tasks. Finally, in section 7 we conclude and outline future work. We begin with a brief detailing of
approaches to Multi-Task Learning in the context of dialogue state modeling.

2

Multi-Task Learning

Within the Machine Learning discipline, Multi-Task Learning (MTL) (Caruana, 1997) is a modelling
approach where we use shared useful information between related tasks in order to achieve better performance across these tasks. This is in contrast to the traditional multi-label approach to classification
where we train multiple models for multiple tasks and do not explicitly incorporate useful feedback
across tasks. In MTL, shared parameters and representations allow the model to look at the training process of all tasks at the same time and consider the useful signals in order to boost the end performance.
In other words, an MTL approach aims to optimize more than one metric at the same time.
The natural motivation of a Multi-Task Learning approach comes from mimicking human behaviours
as they are always combinations of single actions. On the other hand, from Machine Learning aspects
MTL can be viewed as a form of inductive transfer. It is also related to other areas in ML such as transfer
learning. The significant difference between Transfer Learning and MTL is however that Transfer Learning aims to use knowledge of related tasks to improve the target task while MTL uses multiple tasks to
help each other. Multi-Task Learning has been applied successfully to many fields of Machine Learning
including Natural Language Processing (NLP) for sequential data (Cheng et al., 2015; Rei, 2017) and
Speech Recognition (Deng et al., 2013).
In the context of slot-filling Dialogue systems, dialogue states are presented as joint sets of slot-value
pairs across domains, or in the case of probabilistic systems, these are probability distributions over slots.
In our current work we make use of the Dialogue State Tracking Challenge 2 (DSTC2) dataset. Within
this a dialogue state is a combination of probability distributions over multiple slots such as food and
price range, and logistic regression over requested slots such as address and phone number. Therefore,
DST tasks can be classified as multi-label learning. This is the case of Multi-Task Supervised Learning
when different tasks share the same training data.
In general the MTL approach enhances the correlation of variables through the shared training signals.
In the DSTC2 restaurant information domain, it is the correlation between the slots and the tasks that we
wish to take advantage of. For example users are more likely to provide the type of food with preferred
price range and area, or tell the system the restaurant’s name before asking for address or phone number.
Keeping this in mind we have a strong motivation to apply an MTL approach to solving incremental
DST.

3
3.1

Dialogue State Tracking Model
Dataset

In order to explore the particular difficulties of incremental dialogue state processing, we make use of the
second Dialogue State Tracking Challenge (DSTC2) dataset (Henderson et al., 2014a). DSTC2 provides
a common testbed for explicit research on Dialogue State Tracking tasks. The dataset is split into 3
sets of dialogues: 1612 dialogues in a training dataset, 506 in a development (validation) set and 1117
in a test set. A dialogue in DSTC2 contains up to 30 turns consisting of 2 parts: a machine dialogue
act in a semantic representation format, and user input in ASR utterance and preprocessed SLU (Spoken
Language Understanding) format. The DSTC2 required trackers to produce dialogue states for each turn.
Dialogue States of each turn in DSTC2 contain three components, each of which can be thought of as
a grouping of target variables. Joint Goals: the goal constraint captures what users want, such as type
of food and preferred price range. Search Method: captures the manner in which users interact with the
system, e.g. users can issue clear constraints such as ‘korean food’ or request alternative options.
Finally, Requested Slots capture any user request for information from the system.
3.2

Model Architecture

Our underlying approach is based on a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) architecture. Given our focus
on incremental analysis, we process dialogue content in a word-by-word manner where a set of classifiers
predict class labels after each word in the utterance. Moreover, we evaluate two MTL-based Deep RNN
architectures for the task. Each architecture, visualized in Fig. 1, has 4 layers including an input, an
output and two hidden RNN layers . The model presented in this paper is a significant improvement of
our early work (Trinh et al., 2017).

Figure 1: Multi-Task Learning Deep RNN-based Dialogue State Tracking Models. Goals denotes the
Joint Goals task including 4 informable slot subtasks, Method denotes the Search Method task, and
Requested stands for the Requested Slots task.
At each time step, we preprocess dialogue input into a vector representation (see 3.3 for detail) and
feed this vector into the networks. At this point there are two alternatives to how our MTL-based models
predict the output. One scenario is that model a uses task-specific RNNs and classifiers to predict the
output of the tasks. Another more complex scenario is based on the model b processing mechanism.
At the 1st layer, all RNN cells process the input vector and produce multiple hidden states. Then these
hidden states are concatenated into a joint vector representation, that we hypothesize is the representation
of the whole dialogue until the current time. In this approach model b then uses task-specific RNNs and

classifiers to produce predictions based on this universal dialogue representation. In practice model b is
a true MTL approach in that individual task learning can influence learning for the related tasks through
the shared layers. Model a while being a multi-task architecture in the broad sense by combining the
training process does not share weights across tasks, and is thus unable to leverage shared modeling at
any layer except initial input encoding layers.
At the output layer all predicted outcomes are combined to form dialogue states. A Joint Loss Function
of all the subtasks is calculated and used to backpropagate through the whole networks. In these models
the network parameters are updated according to the task to which they contribute.
The processing mechanism summary of our trackers is presented in Table 1.

Output layer
Hidden layer 2
Hidden layer 1
Input layer

Model a
yft ood = Pf ood (ht2,f ood )
ht2,f ood = RN Nf ood (ht1,f ood , st−1
2,f ood )
t−1
t
t
h1,f ood = RN Nf ood (x , s1,f ood )
xt

Model b
yft ood = Pf ood (ht2,f ood )
ht2,f ood = RN Nf ood (ht1 , st−1
2,f ood )
P⊕ t
P⊕
t
h1 = k h1,k = k RN Nk (xt , st−1
1,k )
xt

Table 1: Processing mechanism of the trackers for slot food at the time step t. xt and yft ood denote the
input and output of slot food at time step t. hti and sti are the hidden state and RNN inner memory of
P
layer i at time t. ⊕ denotes concatenation operation on multiple vector representations.
3.3

Input Representations

In our representation approach, the dialogue input of a turn consists of two parts: the machine dialogue
act and the user utterance. In order to process dialogue data incrementally we treat the whole dialogue as
a sequence of words or tokens. Each turn in the dialogue is presented in a sequence starting with token
<mact>, which stands for machine dialogue act, following by the utterance embedded into vectors by
Word2Vec, and ending with token <eos>.
The machine dialogue act is given in the format act(slot = value). We use a similar technique to
Henderson et al. (2014b) to extract features to capture the local semantics of these acts. The result of
this is a machine dialogue act with about 2000 dimensions. We the apply auto-encoder style training
to develop a distributed representation of machine dialogue acts across 300 dimensions. This encoded
vector is concatenated with word embedding vectors at the beginning of each turn. For the rest of the
utterance we use a zero vector in place of the dialogue act vector.
In order to improve the performance of our MTL-based trackers we also investigate a number of techniques to improve the quality of the word embeddings. The three variants considered here are described
below. It should be noted that in each case we assumed a dimensionality of 300 for each word embedding
type.
• Online-trained Word Embeddings We train word embeddings along with the training process of
the whole networks. The motivation for this word embedding approach is a hypothesis that it is
useful for the network to learn all words in the context of dialogues and dialogue states.
• Pre-trained Word Embeddings Due to the nature of the dataset, the vocabulary size is relatively
small. We hypothesize that the pre-trained word embedding from a large corpus such as Wikipedia
or Twitter might give better representations and reduce the training time of the model. We choose
Word2Vec developed by Mikolov et al. (2013) for this purpose.
• Combined Word Embeddings We also investigated the option of combining pre-trained word
embeddings and our model trained word embeddings to give the model the benefit of information
from the dialogue domain as well as general context.

4

Experiments

In this section we provide the details of our experiment methodology.

4.1

Experiment Setup

In the proposed models we configured all RNNs cells with Long Short-Term Memory units (Hochreiter
and Schmidhuber, 1997) of hidden size 128 and drop out rate for training 0.2. The standard deviation
was set to 0.05 for the truncated normal initializer, and the initial value was set to 0.001 for the constant
initializer. We trained the models with mini-batches of 10. We implement our MTL-based models in
TensorFlow platform1 (Abadi et al., 2015) and trained using the Adam Optimizer (Kingma and Ba,
2015) to minimize a Joint Loss Function. We use the cross-entropy loss function for each individual
subtask.
For development we train our models on the training dataset and used the development dataset to
evaluate and consider the best training parameters for the DSTC2 tasks. To prevent overfitting we used
a number of techniques: drop out training rate, early stopping, and averaging Neural Networks weights
between the multiple tasks. To be noted, our MTL models have shared layers, that have parameters
trained according to all tasks. We validated our model every 100 training steps. Furthermore, we trained
each model 10 times with different initializations and ensembled the output. We subsequently applied
the best training parameters based on ensembled validation results to test set for this paper’s result and
discussion.
Model performance is evaluated using two common feature metrics that are taken as standard for
work on the DSTC2 dataset: Accuracy measures how often a tracker predicts true dialogue states in the
form of the top hypothesis; and L2 norm measures the squared norm l2 between the correct label and
predicted distribution (Henderson et al., 2014a). The better tracker must have higher accuracy and lower
L2 norm in evaluation.
4.2

Embeddings Selection

During the development phase we evaluated a number of options to increase the performance from the
raw test data. This included the evaluation of a number of embedding options (outlined above), and
testing the inclusion of manual transcriptions data alongside ASR results. The result on development
dataset (Table 2) is reported in a grid table of both model architectures with all Word2Vec and Input
options. We also included the best baseline result provided by DSTC2 organizers (Henderson et al.,
2014a) on the development dataset below for reference.
DST Model
Model a
Model b
Baseline

Input Options
ASR
ASR + Label
ASR
ASR + Label
ASR

Word Embeddings
Online-trained Pre-trained
0.687
0.687
0.694
0.682
0.683
0.687
0.697
0.688
0.623

Combined
0.688
0.691
0.675
0.684

Table 2: Performance of our proposed models and the best baseline system on DSTC2 development
dataset during the experiment phase. The performance is reported in Accuracy value for the Joint Goals
task. The DSTC2 baseline system is non-incremental and rule-based.
The comparison of different word embeddings shows that the systems can learn similarly in different
word vector spaces. However, using pre-trained Word2Vec reduces the number of parameters to learn
in the training process, therefore the training time is reduced. On the other hand, both models perform
better when we improve the data quality by including manual transcriptions into the training data. The
best results on the development dataset were achieved by the systems trained on the expanded dataset
with their own custom trained word embeddings. For test evaluation we selected these options and
deployed for testset evaluation.
1

Version 1.5, retrieved from https://www.tensorflow.org/
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Results and Discussions

We demonstrate the performance of our models against DSTC2 test dataset and compare them with the
state-of-the-art incremental systems that we know of (Table 3). The results are reported on the Joint
Goals, Requested Slots, and Search Method tasks with two evaluation metrics Accuracy and L2. The
reported results are sorted in the order of descending Joint Goals Accuracy. In the bottom of the table we
include the performance of the best turn-based and the best baseline systems to provide a comparison of
Incremental and non-Incremental approaches.
DST Model
EncDec Framework (Platek et al., 2016)
MTL Model b (this work)
MTL Model a (this work)
LecTrack (Zilka and Jurcicek, 2015)
CNET Tracker (Jagfeld and Vu, 2017)
IJM Tracker (Trinh et al., 2017)
Best turn-based system
Best baseline system

Joint Goals
Acc. L2
0.730 –
0.728 0.458
0.720 0.498
0.72
0.64
0.714 –
0.707 0.545
0.796 0.338
0.719 0.464

Requested Slots
Acc. L2
–
–
0.980 0.035
0.978 0.037
0.97
0.06
0.972 –
0.975 0.047
–
–
0.879 0.206

Search Method
Acc. L2
–
–
0.946 0.093
0.944 0.096
0.93
0.14
–
–
0.940 0.114
–
–
0.867 0.210

Table 3: Performance of our proposed models and state-of-the-art incremental systems on DSTC2 test
dataset. The evaluation metrics are Accuracy (Acc.) and L2 norm. The best turn-based system is Hybrid
Tracker (Vodolan et al., 2017). The best baseline system is Focus baseline (Henderson et al., 2014a).
The result on the DSTC2 testset shows that our MTL-based models achieve state-of-the-art level results among Incremental Dialogue State Trackers. Our trackers are capable of predicting full dialogue
states including all informable slots, requested slots and search methods. To the best of our knowledge
the EncDec Framework (Platek et al., 2016) is the best Incremental Tracker on the DSTC2 dataset. However, this tracker was implemented to track informable slots only, meaning the full dialogue states are
not reported. Looking at the difference of Joint Goals result between EncDec Framework and our MTLbased model, the margin is very small, while our model is capable of producing full dialogue states with
state-of-the-art results in Requested Slots and Search Method tasks.
Comparing the two MTL-based models of this work, we see that model b generally performs better
than model a in all tasks. We would argue that the reason of this result lies in the shared hidden RNN layer
of model b. We use multiple RNNs to extract information from dialogue input by multiple channels, that
are separate from each other, and concatenate their output to form a dialogue joint representation. These
RNNs are updated based on backpropagation of the whole Neural Networks according to the errors. We
believe that this particular architecture ensures the control over correlation between slots in the domain,
while still keeping the independence of prediction by using task-specific RNN layer and classifiers. In
our attention, the number of parameters of model a is much bigger than model b, therefore the training
time is also longer.
While neither of our models improve on the EncDec framework, it is notable that the performance
improvement that we observe in Model b over Model a would suggest that the performance of EncDec
may be improved if a Multi-Task approach leveraging Requested Slots and Search Method is taken.
5.1

Incremental Processing Analysis

Incremental dialogue processing requires accuracy as early as possible during an interaction. Given this
we provide an analysis of accuracy over time rather than waiting for the well-defined end of a turn.
Given the Joint Goals task is the most crucial and challenging task in DSTC2, we provide an analysis
specifically for that task. Table 4 provides the results for this analysis where Model a and Model b are
considered. Unfortunately it is not possible to repeat this analysis for the EncDec framework and similar
works since no previous study on these frameworks has considered incremental accuracy. Performance

is measured in Accuracy of Joint Goals along the length of utterances. As the utterance length varies
from 1 to 24 words, we chose to scale between 0-100% of utterance length.
Length
Model a
Model b

0
0.468
0.471

10
0.468
0.471

20
0.480
0.482

30
0.494
0.496

40
0.501
0.505

50
0.513
0.523

60
0.522
0.536

70
0.546
0.557

80
0.580
0.591

90
0.623
0.634

100
0.720
0.728

Table 4: Incremental performance of MTL-based models. Performance is measured in Accuracy.
These results show that the trackers have the ability to predict the dialogue state at a reasonable rate
long before the utterances is complete. Even with less than 50% of the utterance considered, accuracy
levels are over 50%. Correct dialogue states, even at very early points in the utterance, can be produced.
Empirically we believe this is due to state carried over from previous turns - note that our modeling
approach, like similar works, does not reset at a turn boundary. It is also noteworthy that there is a
considerable jump in accuracy between 90% and 100% of the utterance being consumed.
It is also notable from the results that MTL model b consistently outperfored MTL model a at every
time step. While the performance improvement was slight, we believe this supports the assertion that
a true multi-task learning approach where information is shared at multiple points in the network can
improve overall goal performance.
In Appendix B we present the Incremental performance of our trackers on the dialogues in testset.
We select the dialogues randomly for some specific scenarios where our models perform both well and
badly.
5.2

Error Analysis

In this subsection we provide a more detailed error analysis on the incremental result. As we know that
user utterances give different information at different time. According to the Henderson et al. (2014a)
user intents of slot food change most frequently, up to 40.9% dialogues in the testset, and it is the most
difficult to track. Henderson et al’s analysis was carried on the dialogue level; however, we expect that
user intent can also change on turn and word level.
To quantify this hypothesis, we carried out a small analysis on DSTC2 testset regarding the informable
slots to monitor in detail the performance of our trackers (see Table 5). The analysis shows that in the
DSTC2 testset the total number of turns is 9890, in which there are 1596 (16.14%) turns where users
change the food, 932 (9.42%) turns where the price range value is changed, 1046 (10.58%) turns with
the change in area, and only 9 (0.09%) with regard of slot name.
Informable Slot
Turns
Model a
Model b
Turns with change
Model a
Model b

Food
9890
0.847
0.848
1596
0.780
0.786

Price

Area

Name

0.881
0.893
932
0.767
0.804

0.919
0.920
1046
0.856
0.870

0.995
0.995
9
0.000
0.000

Table 5: Detailed performance evaluation of our proposed models on the informable slots. The results
are reported in Accuracy.
We observe that our MTL trackers perform well in tracking three out of four informable slots, that are
food, price range and area, both in general and when the user intentions change. On the other hand, the
trackers overfit in tracking slot name, that can be explained by the lack of training data as we mentioned
above that less than 10% of total turns that users mention the name of restaurants. That being said, our
trained models always assign the value ‘none’ for slot name. We also see that our model b outperforms
model a marginally in detecting the goal change per slot.

We present our analysis on the Incrementality performance regarding the slot food, the most difficult
slot to track, in the format of graphs in Fig. 2. The graph on the left shows the first moment our trackers
predict correct food value to answer the question “How early can our models pick up the right food
value?”. The one on the right shows the stability of food predictions, that the earliest moment of correct
prediction that can be kept until the end of turns. All the results are reported by counting the number of
turns.

Figure 2: Error Analysis of slot food predictions according to number of turns with correct prediction.
The nearly identical patterns in graphs show that our trackers are capable of tracking food value as
early as reaching the middle of utterance. These predictions are of good quality as they are correct and
kept until the end of utterance to produce the end-of-turn dialogue states.
In detail, the analysis shows that our models are capable of picking up key words in utterances to
predict particular values. This word-based mechanism is similar to the idea to extract ASR features
proposed by Henderson et al. (2014b) . We also realize that user intent in DSTC2 dataset changes on
the turn level, but not on the word level. For example, in one turn the user would say “I’m looking for
Chinese food” rather than “I’m looking for Chinese food, no, wait, Italian food”.
On a related note, the analysis shows the peak of prediction for the food slot at 50%. Looking at the
data, this peak can be explained by the patterns of user utterance. The system’s question for food slot
is set up to “What food do you want?”. Naturally, the user would respond “Italian food”, meaning the
value is predicted exactly in the middle of utterance.
There exist many factors that influence the trackers’ prediction ability such as ASR and SLU errors
(see Appendix B), and many types of errors that the trackers produce. For detailed comparative error
analysis of DSTC2 models, read (Smith, 2014).
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Related Work

To date, the state-of-the-art results in DST are achieved by non-incremental models (Henderson et al.,
2014b; Vodolan et al., 2017). Both of these models use RNNs to process dialogues on the turn-based
level. The work published by Henderson et al. (2014b) is notable for the novelty and high performance.
Its technique of extracting word features of ASR input has shown the advantages against other feature
extraction techniques. This technique is also adopted in the Hybrid tracker by Vodolan et al. (2017).
While the Word-based tracker using only RNNs by Henderson et al. could achieve the highest performance accuracy at the time, the Hybrid tracker by Vodolan et al. used RNNs and a set of hand-crafted
rules to improve the results. These approaches’ results are not yet overcome by Incremental models. We
adopt the feature extraction technique into our model to encode the machine dialogue acts.
The number of Incremental DST models to our knowledge is currently limited to LecTrack (Zilka and
Jurcicek, 2015), EncDec Framework (Platek et al., 2016), and CNET tracker (Jagfeld and Vu, 2017).
Among these trackers, LecTrack and EndDec Framework process dialogues on the word-based level,
that can be compared directly to our work. There are several differences between our MTL models and
Lectrack and EncDec Framework. First of all, we handle machine dialogue acts or response differently.
In our MTL models, we encode these acts into only one token and engage them when it is the machine

turn. While the other two models straighten them into sequences of words to make the dialogues continuous word sequence. Secondly, we apply different mechanism to predict the dialogue states. Zilka
and Jurcicek (2015) developed multiple single models to predict outcomes of each slot, then combine the
predictions into dialogue states. Platek et al. (2016) developed an Encoder-Decoder language model to
predict the slot value in a particular order. Their model is limited to predicting the joint goal state for the
three informable slots only and does not include other two subtasks. Different from these models, our
MTL model is capable of predicting all slots simultaneously.
Currently, we can handle only the best ASR hypothesis in the data, while the prediction might possibly
be improved by processing multiple ASR hypotheses. Jagfeld and Vu (2017) have been able to improve
this limitation by integrating a confusion network into dialogue state tracking. However, confusion
networks generate more errors in ASR of DSTC2 than the live recognizers, therefore they reduce the
accuracy of the outcome. Even though their approach is the only one of its kind, the result is not yet
state-of-the-art.
Apart from approaches mentioned above, there are numerous models introduced to solve DST problems. Many of those models are also RNN-based with different architectures and techniques (Jang et al.,
2016; Hori et al., 2016; Yoshino et al., 2016). However their results are reported against other tasks, that
we cannot compare to our model directly. On the other hand, there are also various approaches proposed
for DSTC2 tasks that are not based on RNN but achieve notable results (Williams, 2014; Sun et al., 2014;
Kadlec et al., 2014; Yu et al., 2015; Fix and Frezza-Buet, 2015; Lee and Stent, 2016; Mrksic et al., 2017).

7

Conclusion

This paper presents Incremental approaches to Dialogue State Tracking using Multi-Task Learning techniques. To our knowledge our work is the only one applying MTL-based models in DST tasks. The
results suggest that our models achieve state-of-the-art results among incremental trackers. To address
the importance of Incremental phoenomenon in dialogue processing, we also report a detailed error
analysis as the measure of quality on the incremental DST phenomenon. Furthermore, our MTL-based
trackers show that the correlations between in-domain slots in dialogues processing are essential and
should be learned in dialogue.
Our models work well on the Incrementality phenomenon. First, our work predicts the correct values
by recognising key words at the early point of the time sequence (see Appendix B). Second, our predictions are stable through out the dialogues. However, there is still room to improve our work that we
would like to apply our approach to more complex dialogue data, where user intention is dynamic within
utterances.
To date, the Incrementality of all incremental models is limited to turn-based analysis due to the limit in
dataset. There is no dataset yet for evaluating incremental dialogue state trackers. Therefore to continue
investigating the incremental mechanism for dialogue state tracking, we are considering reannotating the
DSTC2 data into word-level annotated data. In the future we also plan to put more effort in investigating
useful incremental Natural Language features for dialogue modelling.
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Appendix A. State-of-the-art Dialogue State Trackers
Detailed evaluations of various approaches to DSTC2 tasks to our knowledge are reported in the table
below.
DST Model
Hybrid Tracker (Vodolan et al., 2017) †
Web-style Ranking (Williams, 2014)
Word-based Tracker (Henderson et al., 2014b) †
CMBP Tracker (Yu et al., 2015)
YARBUS Tracker (Fix and Frezza-Buet, 2015)
SJTU System (Sun et al., 2014)
TL-DST (Lee and Stent, 2016)
Knowledge-based Tracker (Kadlec et al., 2014)
Neural Belief Tracker (Mrksic et al., 2017)√
EncDec Framework (Platek√et al., 2016) †
MTL Model b (this work) †
Generative Model (Lee et al.,
2014)
√
MTL Model a (this work) †
√
LecTrack (Zilka and Jurcicek, 2015) †
Markovian Model (Ren et al., 2014)
√
CNET Tracker (Jagfeld and Vu, 2017)
†
√
IJM Tracker (Trinh et al., 2017) †
CRF Tracker (Kim and Banchs, 2014)
Best results

Joint Goals
Acc. L2
0.796 0.338
0.784 0.735
0.768 0.346
0.762 0.436
0.759 0.358
0.750 0.416
0.747 0.451
0.737 0.429
0.734 –
0.730 –
0.728 0.458
0.726 –
0.720 0.498
0.72
0.64
0.718 0.461
0.714 –
0.707 0.545
0.601 0.649
0.796 0.338

Requested Slots
Acc. L2
–
–
0.957 0.068
0.978 0.035
–
–
–
–
0.970 0.056
–
–
–
–
0.965 –
–
–
0.980 0.035
–
–
0.978 0.037
0.97
0.06
0.951 0.085
0.972 –
0.975 0.047
0.960 0.073
0.980 0.035

Search Method
Acc. L2
–
–
0.947 0.087
0.940 0.095
–
–
–
–
0.936 0.105
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.946 0.093
–
–
0.944 0.096
0.93
0.14
0.871 0.210
–
–
0.940 0.114
0.904 0.155
0.947 0.087

Table 6: Performance evaluation of our proposed models and state-of-the-art incremental trackers.
Acc.
√
2
denotes Accuracy, and L2 denotes the squared norm l . † means RNN-based Tracker, and means
Incremental Tracker.

Appendix B. Incremental DST output examples
We demonstrate Incremental Prediction examples of our model b on the dialogues in the testset.
In dialogue voip-e8997b10da-20130401 151321 during turn 4 we observe the ASR error that leads to
a wrong prediction output.
In dialogue voip-a617b6827c-20130323 170453 our tracker performs well on a good ASR hypothesis.

Dialogue ID
Transcription
Turn
3

4

5

voip-e8997b10da-20130401 151321
Turn 4
“okay how about indian food”
Turn 5
“okay how about indian food”
ASR
Predicted States
Slot
Value
Probability
“<eos>” food
mediterranean 0.990
area
south
0.993
method by constraints 0.996
“okay”
food
mediterranean 0.991
area
south
0.998
method by constraints 0.984
“how”
food
mediterranean 0.989
area
south
0.998
method by constraints 0.833
“much”
food
mediterranean 0.990
area
south
0.999
method by constraints 0.571
by alternatives 0.414
“union”
food
mediterranean 0.991
area
south
0.998
method by alternatives 0.700
“please” food
mediterranean 0.990
area
south
0.998
method by alternatives 0.815
“okay”
food
mediterranean 0.990
area
south
0.998
method by alternatives 0.606
“how”
food
mediterranean 0.987
area
south
0.997
method by alternatives 0.637
“about”
food
mediterranean 0.975
area
south
0.994
method by alternatives 0.614
“indian” food
mediterranean 0.111
indian
0.480
area
south
0.994
method by alternatives 0.880
“food”
food
indian
0.977
area
south
0.995
method by alternatives 0.961

Dialogue States
Slot
Value
food
mediterranean
area
south
method by constraints
food
indian
area
south
method by alternatives

food
area
method

indian
south
by alternatives

Table 7: Incremental predictions for Dialogue voip-e8997b10da-20130401 151321 in the testset. We use
green/red colours to show right/wrong predictions of our tracker in comparison with labeled Dialogue
States.

Dialogue ID
Transcription
Turn
0

voip-a617b6827c-20130323 170453
Turn 0
“im looking for an expensive restaurant in the south part of town”
ASR
Predicted States
Dialogue States
Slot
Value
Probability Slot
Value
“i’m”
price
–
–
price
expensive
area
–
–
area
south
method none
0.980
method by constraints
“looking”
price
–
–
area
–
–
method none
0.985
“for”
price
–
–
area
–
–
method none
0.963
“an”
price
–
–
area
–
–
method none
0.936
“expensive” price
expensive
0.856
area
–
–
method by constraints 0.942
“restaurant” price
expensive
0.997
area
–
–
method by constraints 0.998
“in”
price
expensive
0.999
area
–
–
method by constraints 0.999
“the”
price
expensive
0.999
area
–
–
method by constraints 0.999
“south”
price
expensive
0.999
area
south
0.846
method by constraints 0.999
“part”
price
expensive
0.999
area
south
0.980
method by constraints 0.999

Table 8: Incremental predictions for Dialogue voip-a617b6827c-20130323 170453 in the testset. The
ASR hypothesis misses two words “of town” from the user utterance.

